
Paper Inserts

Each of the paper insert signs 
in our Clearview collection 
is meticulously assembled
from three parts. Clearview
signs can be configured in a
myriad of sizes, insert options
and styles to meet your needs.
Standard electronic template
provided. Printed inserts 
available upon request.*

Face Frame       Insert

1/2" border (typical)

1" height (typical)

Base Plate

Total thickness 5/16"

Rigid plastic forms the foundation of a magnetic
panel assembly. Precision routing equipment
assures exact placement of our magnetic channels
and precise sizing of each of our text panels.

Magnetic Panels 

Inlaid 
Magnetic 
Strips

Base Plate

Total thickness 1/4"
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Custom interior signs are built around three 
basic products: Braile Plaque  , Magnesign  
and Clearview    , each unique, yet capable 
of coordinating with the others. All are 
available in assorted standard colors and
a specturn of custom colors.

Choose from any product category and begin 
customizing. Select ADA-compliant Grade 2 
Braille with tactile text added, enhance the 
sign by framing it with one of a selection of 
handsome finishes, or create a bold 
statement with our Barstock    options.

Mounting formats are numerous as well. 
Today’s selection of high-bond tapes leads 
the way as an industry favorite. In addition, 
we offer screws and anchors, as well as pins, 
desk stands and suspension brackets. 

TM TM 
TM

TM

BRAILLE PLAQUE™
A 1/8" thick modified acrylic 
available in a variety of colors
or in a two-ply construction 
to coordinate with Magnesign
and Clearview sign types.
Custom colors available.*
Pantone Matching System
colors preferred. ADA and
vinyl text available.

ALLUMINUM
FRAMED OPTION

Select from 1/8" or 1/16" thick
frames (face edge). Frames
are 5/8" in total depth and are
constructed based on inside
dimensions. Inserts held by
double-faced tape or magnet.
Square corner frames are
standard; curved frames are
available upon request. Nine
metal finishes available.

BARSTOCK™

Available in 5/8", 1", 1-1/2" or 
2" heights and five standard
metal finishes to trim sign, 
top and bottom. Base plates
(1/8") are required. 

CLEAR

1/4" two-ply (black base plate) 
construction as shown above.
Standard slot height 1" with
standard widths of 5" or 7".
Custom colors available.*
Pantone Matching System 
colors preferred. Square corners
standard, curved available. ADA
and vinyl text options available
for header. Standard electronic
templates provided.

MAGNESIGN™

1/4" two-ply (black base plate) 
construction. Custom colors 
available.* Pantone Matching
System colors preferred. 
ADA and vinyl text options
available.

Frequently Asked questions 

Q: How do I mount a custom interior plaque? 

A: The most frequently used installation
method for wall-mounted plaques is 
double-faced tape (included). If necessary, 
silicone is used for additional support.
Mechanical fasteners are available on
request. Ceiling-suspended brackets are
suggested for appropriate signs.

Q: Are custom sizes available?

A: Yes. A variety of sizes and styles can be
accommodated.

Q: Can a like color back plate be used in
place of a black plate?

A: Yes. Black is standard, but a like color 
can be requested.

Q: What border widths are available?

A: Standard borders are 1/8" wide and 1/32"
deep. Other widths are available upon
request. Minimum distance between a 
border and the edge of the sign is 3/8".

Q: Can multiple colors be used in a sign
design?

A: Yes. Colors can be used in different 
sections (header vs. body) or as overlays
for a sign. 

Q: Can a sign be a shape other than square 
or rectangular?

A: Yes. Signs can be created in a variety 
of shapes and styles, although certain 
minimums may exist.

Custom Interiors
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Framing Details

Bar Details

COLORS

Polished Yellow Gold Polished Rose Gold

Polished Silver Satin Silver

Matte Black

B DNATSKSEDA DNATSKSEDTEKCARB GNILIEC DESKTOP/PROJECTING 
BRACKET

Colors same as above.

2"

1/4"

1"

1/4"

1-1/2"

1/4"

5/8"

1/4"

Accessories

Miscellaneous

2-1/8" 1-1/2" 1-1/2"2"

1/8" opening

1/8" opening

3/4"

DIMENSIONAL BORDERS

1/32" thick.
Complements
raised ADA
graphics,
adding a 
simple element
of style.

OVERLAYS

Pick up on
architecural
elements and
enhance the
overall style 
of the sign.

MAGNET/CORK PAPER 
HOLDER

Accommodate
interoffice 
communications.
Two options
available.

SLIDER

Features dual
message
option, i.e., 
In Use/Vacant.

Colors same as above.
* Height based on size of inset.

CROSS CUT 
WITH FRAMES

5/16" Clearview

3/16" Magnesign
1/8" Braille Plaque

Masonite Filler

Masonite/Plastic Filler

1/2"

1/16"

1/8"

5/16"

Custom Interiors


